PRACTICAL CLASS UNIFORM

During practical classes in physiotherapy, students are required to wear suitable clothing and bring their student ID card with them to all practical classes. The following are possible examples:

MEN: Shorts, black Speedos / running briefs, and T-shirt, student ID card

WOMEN: Black running briefs, not long leg
Halter neck sports top or singlet (that can be rolled up) that leaves the back, including the spine, exposed, student ID card
CLINICAL UNIFORM

Students are required to purchase a clinic uniform.

During the first 2-3 weeks of 1st semester, a clothing company will be contracted to come to the School to do fittings and take orders. If hospital visits occur before the uniform is available, students should wear suitable professional attire. This is usually a plain white collared white shirt and navy dress trousers. Enclosed footwear must be worn – sandals and joggers are not appropriate.

Women: Blue uniform top or designated polo shirt in the recommended style, with tailored slacks in junior navy or black. Stockings or sockettes are to be worn with suitable footwear.

**NOTE: The only acceptable alternative to tailored navy or black slacks is culottes.**

Men: Blue uniform top or designated polo shirt in the recommended style, with junior navy or black slacks or longline walkshorts in junior navy or black and white long socks.

As the shirts for these are custom-made they should be purchased from the company (or bought second-hand from previous physiotherapy students). The navy or black slacks may be purchased from Target, Lowes, etc.

In winter, a uniform style cardigan or sleeveless vest (navy blue) may also be worn. They should be neatly fitting to avoid interference during treatment sessions.

- Custom made polo or blue tailored shirt
- Student ID card
- Closed toe shoes